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• Transition to Flight Software:
  – We're continuing the transition to LICOS/FSW
  – Lots of activity in B33:
    – Debugging! Debugging! Debugging!
  – Schedules are .... 'it happens when it happens'!

• Do not look at the FSW data without contacting us!
  – The runs are all 'test' runs:
    – Not always properly configured!
  – Lots of strange things ..... that we already know of!

• SVAC:
  – We are stretched very thin right now:
    – Helping out Online and LAT Commissioning
  – We may ask some of you for help looking at the FSW (test) data
    – At some later stage
    – Currently doing data quality monitoring:
      » Immediate feedback to the Control Room

• March 18 – March 26:
  – I will be at the Beam test workshop in Pisa
  – Warren is in charge during my absence!
    – He will decide if we have a meeting next week.
    – Send your presentations to him!